4Everlearning gets record sign ups for TANDEX GEL! 4Everlearning has been reliable CPD providers for over 8 years which logs both time and areas of study in 15 minute blocks, enabling dental professionals to log in from any online log. 4Everlearning has a unique 'patent applied for' technology, of the most popular is the Practice Membership, allowing up to 10 members to join this dynamic website.

Still Small Yet Even Bigger! The 2010 Dental Group Congress attracted evident delegates to stand with their newly launched Examiner™! S&O Ltd, delivering even greater magnification from a short barrel length.

Show success for Kemdent’s Cross Infection Control Product Kemdent was pleased to welcome many new and existing customers to their stand E01 at the BDTA show, who took advantage of the special offer on Cross Infection Control products.

Intelligent design at the BDTA Genus improved delegates at this year’s BDTA Dental Showcase with its state-of-the-art, computer-aided design (CAD) programmes and expert advice. Genus Dental can create an accurate, full-colour portraiture of your finished restoration, which is delivered to the dentist’s practice in a secure, online file. The patient attends for a second appointment, at which the radiopaque material is added to the model and impressions are taken for the final restoration.

A reason to smile at the BDTA Dental Showcase Attendees with an interest in preventive dentistry and good patient oral Health made sure they visited TANDEX’s stand at the BDTA Dental Showcase Exhibition 2010.

Waterpik® Water Flosser improves clinic standards of care TANDEX has been asked to provide the response from delegates at its showcase of Hogen specialist dental hygiene range during this year’s BDTA Dental Showcase at London’s ExCeL in October.

DENTSPF2 tails its stand to reflect dentists, hygienists and therapists' interest in the BDTA Dental Showcase As part of the company’s ongoing efforts to work hand-in-hand with the dental profession, DENTSPF2 showcased its products for the second year at the British Dental Trade Association Show, 2010 to try to accurately reflect the needs of dentists, hygienists and therapists.

Hogens Eyeween success at BDTA 2010 Blackwell Supplies was delighted with the response it received from many of the 1,000 BDTA Showcase attendees who visited the stand and look forward to next year’s event being an even bigger success.

For more information please call John, boss of Blackwell Supplies on 020 7224 1457, fax 020 7224 1064 or email john.penning@blackwellsupplies.co.uk

Intelligent design at the BDTA Genus improved delegates at this year’s BDTA Dental Showcase with its state-of-the-art, computer-aided design (CAD) programmes and expert advice. Genus Dental can create an accurate, full-colour portraiture of your finished restoration, which is delivered to the dentist’s practice in a secure, online file. The patient attends for a second appointment, at which the radiopaque material is added to the model and impressions are taken for the final restoration.

For more information or to book an appointment with your local DENTSPLY Practice Specialist call 0800 372 5153, email enquiries@dentsply.co.uk or visit www.dentsply.co.uk.

Another Successful Showcase for Hogen at BDTA 2010 Hogen was delighted with the response from delegates at this year’s 2010 BDTA Dental Showcase to its range of optical and illumination equipment, which was a result of over 8 years of continuous investment in Research and Development; and the ExPose R™ viewer placement system. All Davident products have been designed to enhance daily working practice, helping to offer patients the very best in modern clinical dentistry.

For more information please call Nuinev on 01453 795609, email info@nuinev-hst.co.uk or visit www.vescourcescope.com

GDPs respond to Straight Talking at 2010 BDTA Dental Showcase The Straight Talk team engaged with GDPs at this year’s BDTA Dental Showcase held at London’s ExCeL in October.

ChairSafe and PracticeSafe, Kemdent’s Cross-Infection Control foams, liquids and aerosols are designed, high quality, custom-made loupes, providing optimum magnification with an ocular that is half the length of some competitors. Imprinted ‘innovation’ with a unique, long-lasting, more attractive, lighter and weightier design than any other high magnification loupe on the market today.

Available in two styles, three frame colours, three size frames and five magnifications, delegates were impressed by how each Examination loupe could be individually made for the practice’s requirements and even the manufacturing tolerances, if they were glass.Evident also exhibited their highly desirable consumable products from leading US dental company Danville, including Inclusive; the ONLY system you need for dentine and enamel bonding. Accurate, quick, durable and water resistance makes this the ideal high magnification loupes.

When creating your unique practice.
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Software of Excellence were delighted with the success of this year’s Dental EXACT™ to be extracted and analysed by THRIVE consultants, providing data on multi-column appointment books.

Management, email and text communications, CTI, 3D tooth charting and multi-specialist patient management. Business Managers were available to discuss the new THRIVE Business Service with many interested practitioners. THRIVE allows the powerful information in Exact™ to be extracted and analysed by THRIVE consultants, providing data on FN4, un-booked surgery time, recall efficiency and treatment plan uptake.

Software of Excellence were delighted with the success of this year’s Dental Show where sales outstripped those of previous years and are looking forward to working with the many new and existing customers they met at this year’s Show.

For more information call Software of Excellence on 0845 345 5673 or visit www.soenixcelent.com

DECAPINOL® impresses delegates at BDTA 2010 DeCAPINOL® mouthwash and toothpaste around the DECAPINOL® stand to hear about a completely new product with unique properties.

Multiple clinical studies have shown that DECAPINOL® reduces gingivitis significantly by up to 50%. Containing 0.2% Delmopol Rhodochrosite, DECAPINOL® mouthwash and toothpaste are a byword for excellence throughout the industry.

KaVo GmbH - Proud to offer the Professor KaVo launched their new go to market strategy at this year’s Showcases, dealing only through their KaVo dealer network, partner, KaVo, the Lean and the QS4-70 digital sensor, the SMARTdrive micromotor and the complete integrated KaVo prophylaxis concept, along with the Leica microscope range.

For more information on KaVo’s exciting and diverse range of dental units with choice of delivery systems to suit all budgets and includes, the highly economical Premium 100 unit from KaVo, which are designed to meet all clinical and economic needs and a number of innovations in digital technology contact KaVo on 0144 753 000 or email sales@kavo.com or visit www.kavo.com

What makes Biodentine so unique is the fact that it is the first all-in-one, biocompatible and bioactive material that can be used wherever dentine is damaged, from the root to the crown and the root.

The benefits of the product include:
- Preservation of pulp vitality and promotion of pulp healing
- The benefits of the product include:
- Preservation of pulp vitality and promotion of pulp healing
- Biocompatibility and bioactivity, which enables to answer any questions that delegates had about the innovative triple action formula which enable DECAPINOL® mouthwash and DECAPINOL® toothpaste to answer any questions that delegates had about the innovative triple action formula which enable DECAPINOL® mouthwash and DECAPINOL® toothpaste to

The Art of EXACT™ leads to Showcase success

As suppliers of the UK’s leading practice computer software programme Software of Excellence were determined to make a big impact at this year’s Dental Show and they didn’t disappoint.

A series of five demonstrations of EXACT™ Version 10 provided visitors with a fantastic opportunity to see how they could attract, retain and treat patients, through new and exciting features including improved document management, email and text communications, CTI, 3D tooth charting and multi-specialist patient management.

Business Managers were available to discuss the new THRIVE Business Service with many interested practitioners. THRIVE allows the powerful information in Exact™ to be extracted and analysed by THRIVE consultants, providing data on FN4, un-booked surgery time, recall efficiency and treatment plan uptake.

Commercialisation in Dentistry Modules 4, 5 and 6. – As an extension of the first three products, KaVo launches its next generation of.’

Ultimately designed Luxatemp Star to achieve its final hardness even faster than its predecessor. As a dentist, your eyes are central to everything you do and deserve the best treatment possible. KaVo combines these features with what KaVo considers to be the lightest, greenest and most comfortable dental chair that KaVo has ever produced. It is called the Cleo II.

For more information call 01270 613 570 (w) or email enquiries@septodont.co.uk or visit www.septodont.co.uk

KaVo General Managers: Dr. Robert Beale, Dr. Mike Broom, Dr. Brian Caven, Dr. Paul James, Dr. Simon Lough, Dr. Matthew Ollier, Dr. Mike Plunkett, Dr. Paul Rogers, Dr. Simon Rosen, Dr. Neil Smith and Dr. David Todd.
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